
 

 

Could eating insects solve the global food crisis? 

2. Tick the insects that are mentioned in the video. 

[    ] locust [    ] wasp 

[    ] meal beetle [    ] cockroach 

[    ] ladybug [    ] spider 

[    ] mealworm [    ] bee 

[    ] cricket [    ] ant 

[    ] fly [    ] earthworm 

[    ] silverfish [    ] woodlouse 

[    ] earwig [    ] flour moth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/cchen/5157181962/sizes/m/in

/photostream/ (cc), author: cchen (21.10.13) 



 

 

 

3. Match the words and their definitions. 

 

chef  a. to try 

adventurous  b. caring about the quality of people’s or animals’ lives and trying 

to be kind to them 

critter  c. keen to try new and exciting things 

factory farming  d. food given to animals 

disgusting  e. by the way 

to give s.th. a go  f. a place where birds are kept inside in small spaces to produce 

eggs or meat 

texture  g. a large meal 

efficient  h. to publicly support 

humane  i. extremely unpleasant 

beetle  j. a type of animal that has jointed legs, a body divided into 

several parts, and a skeleton on the outside 

larva  k. a scientist who studies insects 

feed  l. someone whose job it is to cook food in a restaurant 

chaff  m. an extreme feeling of dislike 

feast  n. the outer part of wheat and other grains that is removed before 

the grains are used 

entomologist  o. the way that food feels when you are eating it 

to advocate s.th.  p. a system in which animals are kept inside in small spaces e.g. 

for meat production 

battery farm  q. the consumption of insects as food 

by the bye  r. a form that some insects take after they have left the egg and 

before they develop into adults 

revulsion  s. an insect with a smooth hard back 

arthropod  t. crawling animal 

entomophagy  u. effective, working well and producing good results 

 


